
Aunt Julia by Norman MacCaig 

Luskentyre Beach - Harris, Scotland 

(where Aunt Julia is buried) 



• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GIyqQc8A3RM 

 

• He is clearly impressed by her vigour, strength and 
capability as she performs various rural manual 
tasks.  

• He is also clearly impressed by her Gaelic heritage 
and mentions twice that she spoke Gaelic.  He also 
seems to take some satisfaction in the fact that he 
came to learn some Gaelic but, perhaps, he is 
frustrated by the fact that by the time he had 
achieved this greater understanding, she had died.   

• He clearly liked and admired his Aunt Julia and 
presents her as a passionate (verse 1), welcoming 
(verse 5) and comforting person (verse 3) who 
made him feel safe.   

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GIyqQc8A3RM


• The ending of the poem is ambiguous.  As he recollects Aunt 
Julia welcoming him, who is it who is getting “angry/ with so 
many questions unanswered”?  Is he recalling (see verse 1) 
how his Gaelic was not fluent enough in order to respond to 
her everyday questions and so she is becoming frustrated 
with him.  Or is he expressing the frustration that he now 
feels about the fact that, with his present day greater 
understanding of Gaelic, he would like to ask her many 
questions but cannot as she has passed away. 

• The poem can be read as a lament on the passing away of a 
beloved aunt but it might also be possible to read it as a 
lament on the passing away of an entire way of life.  The 
poet certainly tries to give the reader a sense of admiration 
for the kind of low-tech cottage industry life that Aunt 
Julia lived. 

• The tone of this poem is a mixture of respect, admiration, 
affection, frustration and lamentation (grief). 

 



• The use of the first person narrative voice suggests that the poet is 
recounting a personal recollection. 

 

• MacCaig uses free verse, i.e. irregular length lines with no pronounced 
rhythm and no regular rhyme scheme. As a result the poem reads more 
like an autobiographical extract, thus giving the impression that it is 
describing true events in the poet’s life.   

 

• However, the use of a poetic structure – as opposed to using prose – 
does allow the poet to make his repetitions stand out, e.g. the idea that 
“ Aunt Julia spoke Gaelic/ very loud and very fast”.  In this way, he can 
use the poetic structure to emphasis ideas which are important to the 
poem.  This particular idea is important because Aunt Julia’s Gaelic 
culture is clearly the aspect of Aunt Julia which fascinates the poet – 
probably because it makes her so different from most of the other 
people that he knows. 

 



Croft House 



Cutting Peat 



Spinning Wool 



Box Bed 



Stanza 1 

• Comment on the words used in this stanza and the poet’s use of repetition. 

• What feeling does it create? 

 

Stanza 2 

• How does MacCaig create an impression of strength in this stanza? 

• What do you think are the key words in these lines? – Consider the words ‘paddling’ and 
‘marvellously’. 

• What is the MacCaig’s feeling about Aunt Julia at this stage? 

 

Stanza 3 

• There is not much description of the woman here but rather a sense of the feeling of 
safety and comfort she creates. 

• How does MacCaig create this feeling? 

 

Stanzas 4 and 5 

• How does the poet use repetition, personification and colours to bring the character to 
life in these stanzas? 

 

Finally 

• Discuss the poet's feelings towards AJ- nostalgia, love, respect, awe- and show how word 
choice builds this up. 

• Discuss the change of mood / tone in last stanza- how word choice achieves this. 

 



Aunt Julia spoke Gaelic 

Very loud and very fast. 

I could not answer her –  

I could not understand her. 

She was different, 
as Gaelic is not a 

common 
language. 

She appears to 
be very 

extrovert and 
not shy. 

Repetition 
emphasises 
MacCaig’s 

helplessness. 

This poem is in free verse 
which corresponds with 
aunt Julia’s eccentricity 
and unpredictability. 



She wore men’s boots 
When she wore any. 
- I can see her strong foot, 
Stained with peat, 
Paddling with the treadle of the spinning 

wheel 
While her right hand drew yarn 
Marvellously out of the air.  

She is burly, 
and shows a 

sense of power 
and strength. 

He is in awe of her and admires 
her. This conveys an impression 

to the reader of her almost 
magical technique on the 

spinning wheel and clearly 
expresses the young poet’s 

fascination as he watched her 
work on this basic rural skill. 

Aunt Julia is 
quirky and 

unconventional 



Hers was the only house 

Where I’ve lain at night 

In the absolute darkness 

Of a box bed, listening to 

Crickets being friendly. 

Despite the darkness and 
primitive accommodation 
, he feels secure and safe 

The ‘darkness’ 
and friendly 

crickets contrast 

No 
punctuation 

– shows 
excitement. 



She was buckets 

And water flouncing into them. 

She was winds pouring wetly 

Round house-ends. 

She was brown eggs, black skirts  

And a keeper of threepennybits 

In a tea pot. 

He compare to a series of 
metaphors – to do with 
nature and things of a 

home (clothing and 
money) 

Aunt Julia combines the 
strength of nature and the 
security of a domestic home. 

It is a hard life, she 
did not have much 
money but worked 

very hard with 
energy and speed. 



Aunt Julia spoke Gaelic 

Very loud and very fast. 

By the time I had learned 

A little, she lay 

Silenced in the absolute black 

Of a sandy grave 

At Luskentyre.  

It is too late by the time 
he had learned his 

auntie’s language. He 
cannot communicate 

with her. 

Death = Darkness 

Shorter lines with more 
pauses for thought. 

Change of atmosphere 
– disappointment and 

sadness. 



But I hear her still, welcoming me 

With a seagull’s voice 

Across a hundred yards 

Of peatscrapes and lazybeds 

And getting angry, getting angry 

With so many questions  

unanswered. 

Her words are 
incomprehensible. But 
she still lives through 

nature, as he still hears 
her through the 
‘seagull’s voice’. 

Both are getting angry.  Aunt 
Julia is angry because he 

could not answer her 
questions. But he is 

frustrated because he could 
not get to know her better. 



• ‘Aunt Julia’ deals with his relationship with 
his Aunt and the effect her death had on 
him.  

• In it the poet celebrates her life force.  

• MacCaig has often said that he has no belief 
in the traditional Christian view of a God or a 
heaven.  

• However he seems to have no answer to the 
mystery of death and through reading this 
poem we can share something of his grief 
and anger when faced with the final reality 
of her death. 

 



1.What is the effect of the structure and word choice of lines 3 and 4 in stanza 1? 

    

2. Why is the single dash used in line 3, stanza 2?   

    

3. How does MacCaig's word choice build up his admiration for Aunt Julia in stanza 2?  
      

4.  How is this admiration / pleasant memory continued with his word choice and line structure in stanza 3?
       

5. Comment on the effect of the figurative language in stanza 4.  

  

6. Why does MacCaig repeat the opening lines of the poem at the start of the last stanza?  
          

7. Comment on MacCaig's use of enjambment in the final stanza.  

  

8. What technique is MacCaig using in lines 3 and 4 of the final stanza and what effect does this have? 
         

9. Comment on the effectiveness of the word choice in line 5 of the final stanza.   
          

10. What is the effect of the imagery used in line 9 of the final stanza?  

 

11. What is significant about the structure of line 12 of the final stanza and what effect does this have? 
         

12. What do you think MacCaig means by the final two lines of the poem? Comment both on word choice and 
structure.       



Choose a poem in which an incident or a 

character or an experience is vividly 

described. Briefly state what the poem is 

about, and go on to show how the 

techniques used make the description 

vivid. 

 



Choose a poem which deals with a real or 

imaginary person or place.  Show how the 

person is introduced and how the 

techniques used give a convincing 

portrayal of that person or place. 

 


